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Where Do
 I Begin?

Good Question...
Look Inside!

Creative Ideas from Jo-Ann
more projects, tips & techniques at Joann.com®

FINISHING STEPS 
Once the blocks are designed and sewn together, you are ready to put on the 
finishing touches. Make the quilt “sandwich” by layering the backing, batting and 
quilt top. Baste layers together with curved safety pins to keep the layers together 
and prevent them from shifting.

Decide whether to hand or machine quilt. Both are good options and often it comes 
down to personal choice. Hand Quilting takes a lot more time and might not hold up 
for a quilt that will be used a lot and frequently washed. Machine quilting saves time 
and is more durable for quilts that will have steady use. 

Once the quilt is sewn together and quilted, you are ready for the last step of 
adding on the binding. The binding finishes off the quilt and covers the raw edges 
of the layers. Binding is made from strips of fabric that are sewn together and folded 
over the raw edges.

You now have a finished quilt that can be enjoyed and treasured for years to come!

To begin, cut a strip of fabric 1/2" wider than the finished square size needed.  
For example, for a 4" finished square, cut a strip 4½" wide. Once the strip is cut, 
turn it sideways and subcut 4½" pieces. Once pieces are sewn together with 1/4" 
seams, they will finish at 4".

Now you have the basic idea. Once you know how to cut pieces, you are ready to 
begin mixing fabrics and building the blocks. There are hundreds and hundreds of 
block designs to choose from, or be creative and design your own.



Binding Clips
These metal clips 

snap into place 
and hold the binding 
over the raw edge 
of quilt. Makes an 
easy job of holding 
binding until it is 
sewn in place. Much 
quicker than pins, and 
no poked fingers! 

Rotary Cutter 
Years ago, quilters used templates 
and scissors to cut out their shapes. 
Today’s quilter often uses a rotary 
cutter for speed and ease of cutting. 

Rotary Cutting Rulers
A good quality acrylic ruler makes rotary cutting, 
fast, easy and accurate.  
Used in combination with 
the Rotary Cutter and 
Cutting Mat, these rulers 
are a great way to cut all the 
shapes for the quilt top.

Straight Pins
A nice long quilting pin 
makes piecing the quilt 
top easier. Proper pinning 
can mean the difference 
between the blocks 
fitting together nicely, 
or ending up with 
one side shorter 
than the other.

Curved Safety Pins
Theses handy safety pins 
make it easy to baste quilt 
layers together. The curved 
design, helps to penetrate 
the three layers and keep 

them from 
shifting during 
the process.

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU NEED? 
With just a few basic tools, you can create all 
types of quilted projects from pillows and 
wall hangings to full size quilts.

Cutting Mat
A good quality cutting mat is a must 
for rotary cutting. Not only does it help 
keep the rotary blade in good working 

order, but it also protects the sewing 
table from damage.

WHAT’S ROTARY CUTTING? 
Using a rotary cutter, cutting mat and acrylic ruler eliminates the step of marking 
and cutting individual pieces of fabric. It is a process that not only saves time, but 
also helps improve accuracy.

A rotary cutter is a tool that has a round blade that rolls easily when pushed. It looks 
like a pizza cutter, but the blade is very, very sharp and can cut your hands or fingers 
if not handled properly. It is used to cut through several layers of fabric at one time, 
allowing the quilter to cut multiple strips at the same time.

Rotary cutters should only be used in conjunction with a cutting mat designed to 
be used with the cutters. The mat helps the cutter glide smoothly over the surface 
so the fabric is cut easily. The mat not only helps the blades stay in good working 
order, but also protects the table surface from cuts and nicks.

Almost all of the shapes used in quilts can be cut from long, rotary cut strips of 
fabric with the straight grain running along their edges.
• Squares have four 90º angles (right angles) and four equal sides.
• Rectangles have four right angles with two long sides and two short sides.
Both shapes are used as-is in quilts and can be sub-cut to make other shapes.

The first step in rotary cutting is to “square up” or straighten one end of the fabric. 
Having the first edge straight and square will help insure accurately cut pieces.

1.  Fold the fabric in half selvage to selvage so the fold is smooth with no bumps or 
puckers. It’s okay if the selvages are not aligned perfectly, if the fold is smooth. If 
the mat is less than 24"-wide, you may need to fold the fabric in half again.

2.  Make sure the fabric fold is placed near the bottom edge of the cutting mat and 
the side to be cut on the left side. Line up an acrylic ruler along the edge to be cut 
so that the uneven edges are under the ruler and the ruler extends beyond the top 
and bottom edges of fabric.

3.  Place your hand firmly on the ruler, spreading your fingers to apply even pressure 
on the ruler, keeping your fingers back from the edge where you will be cutting. 
This will help prevent the ruler from slipping. Hold the rotary cutter in your hand 
and place it next to the edge of ruler, just before the start of the fabric fold.

4.  Roll the cutter along the ruler edge from bottom to top. Before lifting ruler, make 
sure rotary blade cut through all layers and if not, roll cutter again.

HOW DO YOU MAKE A QUILT? 
Cotton fabrics are the number one choice for quilts. A quilt is made up of three 
layers, often referred to as a “sandwich”. The top layer is the Quilt Top. It is 
formed by sewing fabric shapes together into designs. The middle layer is the 

Batting, this gives the quilt some insulation and helps keep the layers 
from shifting. The bottom layer is the Backing. It can consist of 

one piece of fabric if you use a really wide fabric or it can 
be pieced together.

Before you learn how to quilt, keep one important thought in mind. There are 
few absolute rules that must be followed. Quilt making instructions are simply 
guidelines to help beginning quilters get off to a good start.

Quilt patterns help you learn to sew a quilt by introducing you to techniques and 
terms used in quilting. Start with making quilt blocks, then move on to patterns 
for complete quilts. You will soon find yourself feeling more comfortable and 
experimenting with different techniques.

Started!Let’s
Get...


